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COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

SDI Group designs and manufactures 
analytical technology products for digital 
imaging, and sensing and control applications. 

www.thesdigroup.net 
 

Strong H1 results 

Momentum continues 

SDI Group has announced strong H1 results to 31 October 2021, in line with 
its trading update of 4 November. Revenue increased by 75% to £24.7m, 
including 42% organic growth, and adjusted operating profit rose by an even 
more impressive 82% to £5.8m. Monmouth Scientific and Uniform 
Engineering, both acquired in the second half of FY2021, contributed to the 
strong sales growth, alongside the well-flagged, significant one-off Covid-19 
related contracts within Atik Cameras. However, it is very encouraging that 
management has reported strong growth (averaging 22%) across its broader 
business portfolio, confirming that order patterns are returning to pre-
pandemic levels. Post period, SDI has renewed and expanded its loan facility 
with HSBC, from £5m to £20m, providing good firepower for potential 
acquisitions. While no new acquisitions have been announced in H1 22, we 
understand that management is optimistic that it will secure at least one 
before the end of FY22. We note that order intake remains robust across all 
of SDI’s businesses and look forward to further positive updates as it 
continues to execute on its buy and build strategy.  

▪ Positive momentum set to continue. The underlying strong performance 
across all of SDI’s businesses gives us increased confidence in our FY23 
estimates. We expect remaining one-off Atik orders to be skewed to H1 
22E and are not factoring any further repeat orders, or acquisitions, into 
FY23E forecasts.  

▪ Managing supply chain issues. Management has successfully negotiated 
additional supplies, alternative sources or designed in substitutes. Supply 
chain pressures are expected to remain for the foreseeable future; 
however, successful price increases have helped offset cost increases in 
raw materials and labour across the group.  

▪ New facility underlines optimism on acquisitions. Post period, SDI has 
renewed and expanded its loan facility with HSBC, from £5m to £20m, 
with a further £10m accordion. With its net cash position of £1.1m at the 
half year, plus excellent cash generation, this provides sufficient funding 
for further sensibly priced acquisitions. 

We believe SDI Group has demonstrated its ability to under-promise and 
over-deliver. As end markets return to normal levels, SDI is well-positioned 
to continue to grow underlying organic revenue and profitability. We 
believe that the new loan facility marks an intention to carry out further 
acquisitions in the near term. 
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FYE APR (£M) 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E 

Revenue 17.4 24.5 35.1 45.1 41.0 

Adj EBITDA 4.0 6.0 9.5 11.2 9.4 

Fully Adj PBT 3.0 4.3 7.4 9.2 7.1 

Fully Adj EPS (p) 2.8 3.4 6.0 7.2 5.2 

EV/Sales (x) 11.5x 8.2x 5.7x 4.5x 4.9x 

EV/EBITDA (x) 50.6x 33.4x 21.2x 18.0x 21.4x 

PER (x) 71.7x 59.1x 34.0x 28.2x 39.2x 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates. 
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Financial highlights 

H1 22 results were in line with the upbeat trading update in November, which led us to 
upgrade our estimates for FY22 and FY23. H1 22 revenue increased by 75% to £24.7m, of 
which 42% was organic, but also included the strong contribution from Atik Cameras due 
to one-off Covid-19 contracts expected to complete by January 2022. Monmouth Scientific 
and Uniform Engineering, both acquired in H2 21, contributed £4.6m in revenue. Sales in 
Digital Imaging grew by 64% to £11.4m and sales in Sensors & Control were up 85% at 
£13.3m. However, the strong growth (averaging 22%) across the broader business portfolio 
gives confidence that order patterns are returning to pre-pandemic levels.  
 

Revenue Bridge (£m) 

 

Source: Company data, Progressive Equity Research. 

 
Adjusted profit before tax increased by 89% to £5.7m (FY21 H1: £3.0m) and adjusted 
diluted EPS increased 59% to 3.92p (FY21 H1: 2.47p). This has been adjusted for goodwill 
and share-based payments totalling £0.6m. The tax charge increased to £1.5m (FY21 H1: 
£0.4m), due to a £0.6m charge to align certain deferred tax assets and liabilities given the 
new UK corporate tax rate from April 2023. There was also a £0.3m favourable impact 
booked to equity due to the recent share option gains. 
 
 

Strong Financial Growth 

Metric 2016-2021 CAGR H122/H121 growth 
Revenues 33% 75% 
Adjusted Op. Profit 57% 82% 
Op. Profit 62% 105% 
Cash gen from Ops 55% (6%) 
Adjusted diluted EPS 30% 58% 

 

Source: Company information, Progressive Equity Research analysis 
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Divisional and Group Margins 

 

Source: Company data, Progressive Equity Research. 

 
The gross margin was slightly lower than H121 due to a shift in product mix, including 
dilution from the lower acquired margins at Monmouth Scientific and the Atik Camera 
orders. Cost control has been good, although overheads are higher than the comparative 
period, which benefited from furlough receipts and from a virtual stop to travel. However, 
SDI is benefitting from efficiency gains realised over the past year from the return to work. 
 
Net cash increased to £1.1m (30 April 2021: £0.8m), despite the deferred consideration of 
£2.35m on the acquisition of Monmouth Scientific paid in the period, with no further 
deferred consideration outstanding. No major acquisition took place in the period, but in 
August 2021 SDI purchased Clean Tents (portable and temporary cleanroom facilities) for 
a cash consideration of £150k, which was integrated into Monmouth Scientific.  
 
Cash generated from operations reduced slightly, by 6% to £4.4m (FY21 H1: £4.7m). The 
very strong cash flow of the previous year was impacted by advanced payments for the 
Atik Covid contracts, which have reduced by £1.1m in the period. The remaining £1.8m is 
expected to unwind in the second half. 

Managing supply chain issues and investing for growth 
Management has effectively controlled supply chain issues, which have caused component 
shortages coupled with raw material and labour price increases across the group. SDI’s 
strong pricing power has enabled price increases to be passed on.  Significant management 
time has been expended in negotiating additional supplies and finding alternative sources 
or designing in substitute components. This situation is likely to remain an issue in the short 
term, and SDI has also increased purchases to secure key inputs. Another challenge has 
been changes in demand, usually upwards but also as a result of its customers’ ability to 
source key components.  

Management has continued on its rolling facility upgrade programme. This has included an 
upgrade and capacity expansion at Graticules and further investments at Uniform 
Engineering for efficiency, capacity and quality. The Portugal-based team at Atik Cameras 
has been strengthened to handle interactions with the global customer-base. The Norwich 
facility is the centre of excellence for product development, marketing and new business. 
This will both scale up production capacity and improve business resilience.  

Businesses have again started to attend and exhibit at trade fairs and exhibitions. Design-
in activity with OEM customers has picked up, and research and development has 
continued throughout. 
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Outlook and Summary 
 
We believe SDI Group has demonstrated its ability to under-promise and over-deliver. As 
end markets return to normal levels, SDI is well-positioned to continue to grow underlying 
organic revenue and profitability, building on its impressive seven-year growth track 
record. Excluding the exceptional 218% growth at Atik Cameras, all of SDI’s businesses have 
grown, at an average two-year growth rate of 16%, despite the pandemic. We believe this 
highlights SDI’s diverse portfolio and exposure to future-proofed sectors. 
 

Seven-year growth track record 

 

Source: Company data, Progressive Equity Research. 

 
 
Management notes that demand across the board has returned higher than pre-pandemic 
levels. Larger OEM customers have been ordering at good levels for some time now, with 
strong demand in healthcare, beverage can production and automotive racing. Interest 
from customers for laboratory products has remained subdued but this should pick up with 
the resumption of trade fairs and exhibitions. Service activity has started to improve but 
remains constrained due to travel restrictions. 
 
The underlying strong performance across all of SDI’s businesses gives us increased 
confidence in our FY23 estimates. We expect remaining one-off Atik orders to be skewed 
to H1 22E and are not factoring any further repeat orders, or acquisitions, into FY23E 
forecasts. We will therefore look to review our FY23 estimates in the second half of FY22 
as the positive momentum seems set to continue. 
 
SDI continues to successfully execute its buy and build strategy, involving smaller niche 
businesses operating with a high degree of autonomy allowing a fast response. The 
specialist nature of technical, scientific, and medical and life science market segments 
offers a significant opportunity for increased shareholder value. The new banking facility 
underlines optimism on acquisitions, with the resources to invest for organic and acquired 
growth as opportunities arise. We look forward to further positive updates in the second 
half of the year.  
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Financial Summary: SDI Group 

Year end: April (£m unless shown)      
      
PROFIT & LOSS 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E 
Revenue 17.4  24.5  35.1  45.1  41.0  
Adj EBITDA 4.0  6.0  9.5  11.2  9.4  
Adj EBIT 3.1  4.6  7.7  9.5  7.5  
Reported PBT 2.1  3.3  5.6  8.0  5.8  
Fully Adj PBT 3.0  4.3  7.4  9.2  7.1  
NOPAT 3.6  5.8  6.7  7.9  5.9  
Reported EPS (p) 2.0  2.6  4.6  5.6  4.2  
Fully Adj EPS (p) 2.8  3.4  6.0  7.2  5.2  
Dividend per share (p) 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  

      
CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E 
Operating cash flow 3.6  5.2  11.7  10.5  9.4  
Free Cash flow 2.2  3.0  9.3  7.1  6.1  
FCF per share (p) 2.4  3.1  9.5  7.0  6.1  
Acquisitions (6.8) (5.2) (4.1) (2.4) 0.0  
Disposals 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  
Shares issued 2.4  0.1  0.2  0.0  0.0  
Net cash flow 0.0  2.8  (1.3) 2.2  5.2  
Overdrafts / borrowings (4.1) (9.3) (3.1) (1.1) (0.6) 
Cash & equivalents 2.5  5.3  3.8  4.5  10.2  
Net (Debt)/Cash (1.6) (4.0) 0.8  3.4  9.6  

      
NAV AND RETURNS 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E 
Net asset value 17.1  20.1  26.8  33.0  37.9  
NAV/share (p) 17.6  20.6  27.2  32.5  37.9  
Net Tangible Asset Value 0.8  3.9  4.1  4.4  4.5  
NTAV/share (p) 0.8  4.0  4.2  4.3  4.5  
Average equity 14.8  18.6  23.4  29.9  35.4  
Post-tax ROE (%) 20.4% 23.4% 31.7% 30.8% 19.9% 

      
METRICS 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E 
Revenue growth 40.6% 40.6% 43.2% 28.6% (9.1%) 
Adj EBITDA growth 51.5% 51.5% 57.7% 17.9% (15.9%) 
Adj EBIT growth 48.4% 48.4% 67.3% 23.5% (21.3%) 
Adj PBT growth 43.7% 43.7% 70.5% 24.0% (23.1%) 
Adj EPS growth 21.2% 21.2% 74.0% 20.6% (28.0%) 
Dividend growth N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Adj EBIT margins 18.8% 18.8% 22.0% 21.1% 18.3% 

      
VALUATION 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E 
EV/Sales (x) 11.5 8.2 5.7 4.5 4.9 
EV/EBITDA (x) 50.6 33.4 21.2 18.0 21.4 
EV/NOPAT (x) 55.7 34.5 30.0 25.4 34.3 
PER (x) 71.7 59.1 34.0 28.2 39.2 
Dividend yield N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
FCF yield 1.2% 1.5% 4.7% 3.5% 3.0% 

 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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To arrange a meeting with the management team, or for further information about Progressive, please contact: 
Emily Ritchie 
+44 (0) 20 7781 5311 
eritchie@progressive-research.com 
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